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Crystal,

 

Good afternoon.  I have been in correspondence w/ David Rains for the garage exhaust fan issue.  We 

finally came to a consensus and he stated that if we move the fan so that it does not extend past the  

exterior wall of the garage (except for weatherhood), and we extend the proposed partition walls so 

that a 45 deg. rain cannot directly contact the motor, then he will accept this installation method.  He 

mentioned that all he requires is a bulletin drawing from VPCE reflecting the aforementioned changes, 

and that no letter is required by Meck. Co. from VPCE or the manufacturer.  Attached is a bulletin 

drawing that needs to be provided onsite and uploaded to the permit.  Let me know if you need 

anything else.

 

Best Regards,

Sanjay Patel, PE

Mechanical Engineer/Project Manager

Vrettos Pappas Consulting Engineers
PO BOX 31847, Charlotte, NC 28231

1414C South Tryon, Charlotte, NC 28203

p. 704-372-7755 ext 201

www.vpce.com

 

From: Crystal Lester [mailto:clester@bbm-arch.com] 

Sent: Thursday, August 28, 2014 2:45 PM

To: Sanjay R. Patel; THaggard@a-p.com

Cc: BEveridge@a-p.com; Lawrimore, Doug; Efthymios Tzimopoulos; Tubridy, Michael; Roger Manley; 

MPierle@a-p.com; Justin Novy (Justin.Novy@takaiser.com); KStacey@a-p.com

Subject: RE: FW: VPCE#2988-Circle University. Garage exhaust fans

 

My understanding is that the fans are currently installed per the original design .  The 

"proposed solution" has not been started because the inspector is not willing to say that the  

proposed solution will pass without the requested signed and stamped letter mentioned  

below.  

 

CRYSTAL LESTER / AIA, LEED AP

1435 WEST MOREHEAD STREET, SUITE 160 / CHARLOTTE, NC 28208

704.334.1716 x215 / CLESTER@BBM-ARCH.COM / WWW.BBM-ARCH.COM



PLEASE TAKE NOTE OF OUR NEW OFFICE ADDRESS

 

 

From: Sanjay R. Patel [mailto:srpatel@vpce.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 28, 2014 2:36 PM
To: THaggard@a-p.com; Crystal Lester
Cc: BEveridge@a-p.com; Lawrimore, Doug; Efthymios Tzimopoulos; Tubridy, Michael; Roger Manley; 
MPierle@a-p.com; Justin Novy (Justin.Novy@takaiser.com); KStacey@a-p.com
Subject: RE: FW: VPCE#2988-Circle University. Garage exhaust fans

Tom,

 

Good afternoon.  Is Kaiser complete with the installation?

 

Best Regards,

Sanjay Patel, PE

Mechanical Engineer/Project Manager

Vrettos Pappas Consulting Engineers
PO BOX 31847, Charlotte, NC 28231

1414C South Tryon, Charlotte, NC 28203

p. 704-372-7755 ext 201

www.vpce.com

 

From: THaggard@a-p.com [mailto:THaggard@a-p.com] 

Sent: Thursday, August 28, 2014 7:37 AM

To: Crystal Lester

Cc: BEveridge@a-p.com; Lawrimore, Doug; Efthymios Tzimopoulos; Tubridy, Michael; Roger Manley; 

Sanjay R. Patel; MPierle@a-p.com; Justin Novy (Justin.Novy@takaiser.com); KStacey@a-p.com

Subject: Re: FW: VPCE#2988-Circle University. Garage exhaust fans

 

David Rains told Kaiser yesterday that he wants a letter from the fan manufacturer stating that the 
revisions will be acceptable to them as well as a signed and stamped letter from VP saying that this is 
acceptable and will meet code, etc.  I think VP should pursue these letters as they have been in contact 

with the manufacture about this. 

Thomas Haggard 

Senior Project Manager  

The Fowler Building 

1447 South Tryon Street 

Suite 200 

Charlotte, NC 28203 

www.a-p.com 

thaggard@a-p.com 

T: 704-970-2621 



F: 704-970-2590 

C: 704-626-0130 

From:        Crystal Lester <clester@bbm-arch.com> 

To:        "THaggard@a-p.com" <THaggard@a-p.com>, "BEveridge@a-p.com" <BEveridge@a-p.com> 

Cc:        "Lawrimore, Doug" <DLawrimore@crescentcommunities.com>, "Tubridy, Michael" <MTubridy@crescentcommunities.com
>, Roger Manley <rmanley@bbm-arch.com>, "Sanjay R. Patel" <srpatel@vpce.com>, Efthymios Tzimopoulos <

etzimopoulos@vpce.com> 

Date:        08/21/2014 10:54 AM 

Subject:        FW: VPCE#2988-Circle University. Garage exhaust fans 

Please see below. 

  

CRYSTAL LESTER / AIA, LEED AP 

1435 WEST MOREHEAD STREET, SUITE 160 / CHARLOTTE, NC 28208 

704.334.1716 x215 / CLESTER@BBM-ARCH.COM / WWW.BBM-ARCH.COM

PLEASE TAKE NOTE OF OUR NEW OFFICE ADDRESS

  

From: Sanjay R. Patel [mailto:srpatel@vpce.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 21, 2014 10:28 AM
To: Roger Manley
Cc: Crystal Lester; Efthymios Tzimopoulos
Subject: RE: VPCE#2988-Circle University. Garage exhaust fans

Importance: High

Roger, 

  

Below is the email that states how the fan needs to be installed and how to protect the motor .  The inspector 

mentioned that they need a letter from the manufacturer to approved the installation .  Please install as per below.  

Also, the manufacturer has provided some installation guidelines to help .  The weather hoods are not required and 

can be removed if the owner chooses to do so.  Let us know when they are installed so we can review. 

  

“If we go this route, I’m sure the joint between existing metal and new will need to be caulked at least on the top , 

and both sides if not all the way around to ensure water penetration will not occur . I think it best this be 

understood on the front end so the inspector doesn’t have a place to pick at us . This should give us protection from 

elements in general. 

Additionally here is the definition of ODP (Open Drip Proof) motors: 

Open Drip-proof (ODP) motors are good for clean and dry environments. As the name implies, 

drip-proof motors can handle some dripping water provided it falls from overhead or no more than  

15 degrees off vertical. These motors usually have ventilating openings that face down . The end 

housings can frequently be rotated to maintain "drip-proof" integrity when the motor is mounted 

in a different orientation. These motors are cooled by a continuous flow of the surrounding air  



through the internal parts of the motor. 

As you can see, moisture entering the area of the motor isn’t a complete dal breaker . Driving sideways rain would 

be. The use of the housing, especially if sealed and pulling air only from under the sheltered part of the deck should  

be more than ample protection. I have no problem standing by this myself.” 

  

“Finally, it’s my understanding the weather hoods have been scrapped in the field for some time , likely because of 

the appearance after the fans were hanging all the way out , to start with. Not sure what your stance will be on 

that. Fans will not be as obtrusive once remounted. Adding the hoods only will increase how much they are  

noticed. This is a call for you all but those aren’t the cheapest things in the world if you guys think they are  

genuinely needed.” 

  

  

Best Regards, 

Sanjay Patel, PE 

Mechanical Engineer/Project Manager 

Vrettos Pappas Consulting Engineers  

PO BOX 31847, Charlotte, NC 28231 

1414C South Tryon, Charlotte, NC 28203 

p. 704-372-7755 ext 201 

www.vpce.com 

  

From: Efthymios Tzimopoulos 

Sent: Monday, August 18, 2014 1:29 PM

To: Crystal Lester

Cc: Sanjay R. Patel

Subject: FW: VPCE#2988-Circle University. Garage exhaust fans 

  

Crystal, 

  

I called the main Loren Cook technical support in regards to the issue with the side wall exhaust fans for the  

garage. I spoke with a gentleman called Ross (no last name, he said this is how everybody knows him there) and I 

explained the situation that we are in. He advised me that the best method we can follow in order to protect the  

exhaust fans from the natural elements, mainly rain, is to frame the wire guard parametrically at the exterior side 

with a 16 gauge metal sheet. This should be liquid tight sealed. The front side should be left untouched. Following 

this method will prevent any water from getting into the motor . Of course, the exhaust fan should be pushed 

further in to the interior of the garage so that the blades are flushing with the interior side of the wall . Additionally 

and for extra protection we can frame the entire exhaust fan with masonry wall . The clearance between the wall 

and the exhaust fan should not be more than  5”. 

I have attached a pdf with our detail sheet in order to show the revised configuration .   

Crystal please consult with the inspector in regards to the direction that we would like to take in order to address  

this issue. This is the feedback that we had from the Loren Cook representative. If the inspector is ok, then we can 

proceed with an official RFI response. 

  

Best Regards, 

Efthymios Tzimopoulos 

Mechanical Designer 

Vrettos Pappas Consulting Engineers  

PO BOX 31847, Charlotte, NC 28231 



1414C South Tryon, Charlotte, NC 28203 

p. 704-372-7755 ext 227 

www.vpce.com 

 [attachment "PropellerWall_IOM.PDF" deleted by Thomas Haggard/AdolfsonPeterson] [attachment "2988M6-1 

Model (1).pdf" deleted by Thomas Haggard/AdolfsonPeterson] 
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